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We have witnessed central banks implement, reduce and exit quantitative easing
(QE) programs to influence interest rates. Yield curve control (YCC) is another tool
directed at interest rates. However, this policy stands in stark relief to QE. While
central banks have implemented and tweaked YCC, they have not attempted to exit
the policy. Until we see the implications of exiting the policy, it is still an experiment
in real time.
What we know about YCC:
YCC policies target a given yield through a mix of central bank communications
and asset purchases.
Because YCC typically results in fewer bond purchases relative to a quantitative
easing program, we believe YCC has the potential to be more balance-sheet
efficient.
The Reserve Bank of Australia and the Bank of Japan have adopted formal YCC
policies.
While the European Central Bank has not implemented a broad YCC policy, it is
using aspects of the tool as it targets financial conditions.
We believe the Bank of England, unsettled by the size of its balance sheet size,
could be weighing the potential of a YCC policy.
There is no evidence that the Bank of Canada or the Federal Reserve are close to
using a YCC policy.
What we don’t know:
No central bank has exited a YCC policy. Therefore, we believe the implications
are significant unknowns.
While YCC is not a new tool, its prior use (like when the Fed set yield caps after
WWII) provides little direction for how it can be used in today’s complex global markets.
How would YCC work in developing countries?
Why use it?
Some central banks see YCC as a compelling tool. It can work in conjunction with negative rates, forward
guidance and traditional QE. Or it can replace these options. YCC can focus on the long end of the curve or
the short end.

Click here to read more on how central banks have been using yield curve control.
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